The traditional approach to ancient Greek proverbs has almost been limited to collecting them and listing references of their occurrence in ancient authors ') The usage in a particular setting In literary texts, therefore, proverbs uniquely combine everyday language, the parlance of the common folk so to speak, with literary language 5), and when employed they are treated as rhetorical devices These general thoughts anticipate much of the intent and focus of this paper and they will be elaborated and clarified by the discussion of proverbs in Menander's Dyskolos6) The selection is intenproverbs from Homer's epic and the "sudden" appearance of them in Hesiod and especially in the corpus of Greek Lyric Poetry strongly suggests the parallel existence of what we may call with Martin a sub-genre of proverbs within the larger context of wisdom literature Indeed, in that respect we may understand the proverbial tone of many Archilochean fragments that were preserved for that very reason, as my future study on Hesiod and Archilochus and their use of proverbs will try to show 4) The term fable is used here instead of story to denote a category of proverbs that originated in or were responsible for the creation of a story On this see especially D Loukatos, NeoeXX-nvtxot II«poiv16vv801 (Athens 1978), who collected modern Greek proverbs behind which lies a story; and also P Carnes 6) The text of Menander's Dyskolos is F H Sandbach, Menandri reliquiae selectae (Oxford 1972) -J D Quinn's study, Menander and his Proverbs, CJ 44 (1949), 490-94, concentrates on proverbs that "fall into one of the three great general divisions of philosophical studies, that is, as they concern God, the world, and man" (491) This definition apparently includes only one category of proverbs, i e maxims and gnomes that are registered under what may be called popular philosophy Menander's proverbs are by no means limited to those, or to the three subjects that Quinn has chosen to illuminate
